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Evoque Claims and Appraisals Among Finalists for Midlands Claims Initiative
2017 Award

Evoque Claims and Appraisals Managing Director, Ian Whittock, has announced his company
has been shortlisted among the finalists for the much-coveted major Insurance Claim award
2017.

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 8 November 2017 -- Evoque Claims and Appraisals is shortlisted as one of the
finalists for the Midlands Claims Initiative 2017 award. Evoque Managing Director, Ian Whittock, has made the
announcement as the company welcomes the news of being among the major contenders favoured to win the
much-coveted major Insurance Claim award. The awards will take place on Friday, 10th of November 2017 at
the ICC in Birmingham.

Evoque is no stranger to recognitions as the company, which is known for its salvage recovery and sale
services, successfully bagged the award for Midlands Insurance Claims Initiative of the Year in 2015. The
company was also among the names shortlisted as finalist for the National Claims Award in 2017. For the
second time, it is again among the favourites to nab the prestigious Midlands Claims Initiative award this year.

Known for treating salvage as an asset and not a liability, Evoque Claims and Appraisals, offers a significant
stream of additional revenue for insurers on the collection, restoration, and sale of salvage pieces. Considered to
be a resource that is heavily underutilised in the market today, the company aims at offering assistance to
insurers when it comes to improving their loss ratios. Offering zero cost to insurers, Evoque believes that
whether it is fine art, jewellery, plant machinery, or damaged stock, there is always a potential value to every
salvage item.

Managing Director Ian Whittock, who made the announcement today, stated that he was extremely proud of
what the Evoque team has managed to achieve in such a short period of time. The nods and recognitions are
just proof that they are doing something right and that they are steering the company towards the right
direction.

Ian Whittock commented:

“Being among the finalist for this award shows that the team are excelling in providing what the insurance
market requires; high quality professional support. This is a great achievement for Evoque and marks a
milestone in the three years that it has been trading”.

Despite being a relative newcomer in the industry, the company has since consistently made a name for itself as
it leads the way towards offering claim efficiency. It is focused too, in extending reliable professional support
and at the same time, aiming at becoming a designated and trusted authority in the Claims and Appraisals
industry. If the nods that it has been getting are to be based on, the company is certainly on the right track in
cementing such a reputation.

Managing Director Ian Whittock co-founded the business in 2014 after seventeen years in the High Net Worth
insurance support sector. Evoque Claims and Appraisals is now one of the leading provider in salvage recovery
and sale services and currently providing support services to nineteen insurers, twelve loss adjusters and four
brokers with designated authority. The company aims to monetise waste, and is steered by its core philosophy
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that there is always a potential value for every salvage item. Learn more about Evoque Claims and Appraisals
and its services and follow their progress at the Awards online.
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Contact Information
Simon Harris
Evoque Claims & Appraisals Limited
http://evoquecanda.co.uk
+44 2071834823

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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